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Dundurn. Paperback. Condition: New. Catriona Wight (illustrator). 192 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x
6.1in. x 0.7in.This is a follow-up to last years runaway bestseller Now You Know . . . The Book of
Answers, which went through five printings and sold over 20, 000 copies! Why do we shout Fore on a
golf course Why is confetti thrown at a wedding Exactly how long is a moment or a jiffy Why is
breaking a mirror bad luck, and a rabbits foot good luck In this second book, Lennox continues to
trace the concise and fascinating history and reasons for hundreds of expressions in our everyday
language, as well as customs and habits, in the same entertaining format that was so successful last
year. These gems are from the original syndicated radio scripts broadcast daily to millions across
Canada through the Sound Source Network of Standard Broadcasting. This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to tell you that here is the greatest
book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Reese Mor issette
The best pdf i at any time read. It is one of the most remarkable ebook we have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Reg g ie Str eich
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